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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which options are given on features, when editing a Role on
Gaia Platform?
A. Read Only, None

B. Read/Write, None
C. Read/Write, Read Only
D. Read/Write, Read only, None
Answer: D
Explanation:
RolesRole-based administration (RBA) lets you create
administrative roles for users. With RBA, an administrator can
allow Gaia users to access specified features by including
those features in a role and assigning that role to users. Each
role can include a combination of administrative (read/write)
access to some features, monitoring (readonly) access to other
features, and no access to other features.
You can also specify which access mechanisms (WebUI or the CLI)
are available to the user.
Note - When users log in to the WebUI, they see only those
features that they have read- only or read/write access to. If
they have read-only access to a feature, they can see the
settings pages, but cannot change the settings.
Gaia includes these predefined roles:
You cannot delete or change the predefined roles.
Note - Do not define a new user for external users. An external
user is one that is defined on an authentication server (such
as RADIUS or TACACS) and not on the local Gaia system.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Service Provider is offering VoIP services and a service
level agreement to customers. Which configuration provides
validation to customers that the service level agreement has
been honored?
A. ip sla 999 udp-jitter 209.165.200.225 1000 codec g729a tos
160 ip sla schedule 999 life forever start-time now
B. ip sla 999 udp-jitter 209.165.200.225 1000 codec g729a tag
VoIP-SLA ip sla schedule 999 life forever start-time now
C. ip sla 999 icmp-jitter 209.165.200.225 tag VoIP-SLA ip sla
schedule 999 life forever start-time now
D. ip sla 999 icmp-jitter 209.165.200.225 tos 160 ip sla
schedule 999 life forever start-time now
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A penetration tester noticed special characters in a database
table. The penetration tester configured the browser to use an
HTTP interceptor to verify that the front-end user registration
web form accepts invalid input in the user's age field. The
developer was notified and asked to fix the issue.
Which of the following is the MOST secure solution for the
developer to implement?

A. IF $AGE != "[email&#160;protected]#$%
Related Posts&amp;*()_+&lt;&gt;?"{}[]"THEN CONTINUE
B. IF $AGE == [1-0] {0,2} THEN CONTINUE
C. IF $AGE == [1234567890] {1,3} THEN CONTINUE
D. IF $AGE == "[email&#160;protected]#%
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